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MarkQUESTIONS Row

   1 
Vocabulary 
Look at the pictures and fill in the blanks.

                        
 
    1.  Iran’s mountains and ____________ are the natural home of many animals. 

      2. Many people go to the ______________ to watch planets and stares. 

      3.  The firefighter is trying to ______________ the fire.  

      4. I know all planets go around the sun in different _______________ . 
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Choose the best words and fill in the gaps. (There is one extra word) 
 
                           habitats – protect –fact – rocky – defended - alive     
      
   5. My sister _______________ me when Dad said I was lazy.   

   6. The number of cheetahs will decrease because humans are destroying their ____________    

   7.  It is a _________________ that the Earth travels around the Sun.   

   8. Parents try to ___________________ their children from danger. 

   9. Do you  know how many Iranian cheetahs are still ----------------- 
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   1 

Match each word on the left column with its definition on the right column.  
 
     10. a few        (       )                           a. in place of someone or something else. 

     11. road         (       )                           b. It is inside your head and controls your body 

     12. brain       (       )                           c. the way from one place to another, where cars can go.   

     13. instead     (       )                           d. Not many , a small number of things or people 

                                                                e. making something new                                                       
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 0.5 
Match two halves

   14. If we take care of Iranian cheetah      ______               a. by destroying nature   

   15. people need more places for living    ______               b. among endangered animals

c. when their numbers increase

                                                                                               d. they can live in future           
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 0.5 
Complete the words with missing letters.

 
Louis Pasteur was a French scientist who helped us a lot by studying (16) mic _ _ _ s. He 

discovered that these very small organisms can make us sick and cause (17) dis _ _ _ _ s.  
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Grammar   Use the correct form of the given words in parenthesis in the blanks. 

18. Mr. Alavi is a teacher. He decided to go on a picnic, so he and his students _____________  

      ( go) on a school trip this weekend. 

 19. Bye bye Joe. I __________ (phone) you as soon as I arrive home. 

 20. A baby blue whale gets ______________ (big) a great white shark. 

 21. This is ________________ (dangerous) of all roads in Iran. 
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Choose the best choice. 
22. A: “Mary! ________ are you going to travel abroad?” 
       B: “Umm… by plane.”  
              a. How                   b. Where                 c. When                          d. What 
23. His daughter is tall, but my son is short. 
      So, my son is not________ his daughter. 
              a. as taller as        b. as shorter as           c. as tall as                     d. as the shortest         
24. My sister is a _______ student than me. 
              a. good                   b. well                    c. the best                      d. better  
25. Ali: “Reza, do you want me to take you to the airport?” 
      Joe: “No thanks, Ali, Dad_______ me.”  
              a. took                b. is going to take        c. will take                   d. takes    
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Look at the pictures and complete the sentences. 
 
26. Silver and bronze are expensive metals.           27. Is shark as dangerous as dolphin?                    
 but ____________________ of all.                           __________________________.(dangerous)  
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Fill in the blanks using  will or  be going to 
 
    28. My brother (will – is going to) be twenty two years old next month.  

    29. Ali’s room is dirty. He (will – is going to) clean it next Friday. 
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Writing: 
  Underline four errors in this passage & write the correct form of them in the table. 
 
My uncle is a farmer. He has two child. They live in a beautiful small village near Mashhad. They 
keep a lot of goats. A wolf hunted one of their goat last year. But, they didn’t hunt wolfes because
they are endangered. His son is going to become a postmen, but his daughter is going to become a 
teacher.

4321

(33)(32)(31)(30)
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Read the following text and put the nouns into correct categories. 
 
Humans destroy the natural homes of the animals in the forest, lakes, and plains. When the 
number of people on Earth increases, the need more places for living. They cut trees and destroy 
lakes. There is no hope to have a safe life in future. 
                        

commonproperAn ideaA thingA placeA person

(39) (38) (37) (36) (35) (34) 
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Circle the correct form in parentheses    
Reza ( 40.Saberi / saberi ) is a police officer. He is 41 ( 28.Years / years ) old. He lives with his  

wife and his ( 42. Daughter / daughter ) in ( 43. Tehran / tehran ). He loves his job. 
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Put the adjectives in the correct column based on their types. 

44. My friend sometimes wears a/an (long / yellow / cotton / ugly) dress. 

45. My mother has a ( Persian / silk / lovely /old ) carpet  on the floor of her bedroom. 
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Choose the best in every number and put them in the missing parts.  
   
Tigers are losing their natural home. They are in ( 46 ------).They are endangered animals because 
people kill them and (47 ---------) the places where they live . Hunters ( 48---------)them and sell 
them .Some Chinese people use tiger body parts as medicines .The world lost 97% of its tigers in 
the last eighty years .  Seventy percent (70%) of tigers live in India. India (49 ---------) to help the 
tigers. India says that the life for the tigers gets better. We thank the people who (50---------) of the 
forests in India .India has 70% of the world`s tigers. 
 
 46.    a. hope                           b. attention                     c. end                             d. danger 

 47.    a. protect                       b. increase                      c. destroy                       d. save 

 48.    a. cut                        b. hunt                            c. leave                           d. save 

 49.    a. choose                       b. hunts                          c. tries                             d. visits 

 50.    a. take care                   b. put out                       c. pay attention               d. die out   
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Reading.  Read the passage, then answer its questions. 

Dolphins are really one of the wonders of creation. They live in small groups. In the group, they 
can defend one another. They are warm-blooded sea animals. Their different sizes are amazing. 
The largest dolphin is about 11 tons and the smallest one is around 90 pounds. These clever 
animals can hear about 10 times better than humans. They also have very good vision but their
sense of smell is not so good. One more wonderful fact about them is that they have 100 teeth but
they don’t use them for eating. They get the fish and swallow them. There are a lot more to learn
about this wonderful animal.
True / False 
51.  Dolphins are different in sizes.                                       a. True                      b. False 

52.  Dolphins can hear better than humans.                          a. True                       b. False 
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Choose the best answer. 

53.  The underlined word “clever” has the same meaning with -----------. 

     a. dangerous                   b. wonderful                 c. strange                    d. smart 

54.  What is the best title for this passage? 

     a. Wonders of Sea Animals                              b. Types of Dolphins 

     c. Dolphin, a Wonderful Animal                      d. Dolphin and Its Size 

Answer the following questions. 

55. Why do dolphins live in groups? ------------------------------------------------------ 

56. How big are the largest dolphins? ----------------------------------------------------- 
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Reading 
Read the passage, then answer its questions. 
 
Mercury is the smallest planet in the solar system and the nearest one to the sun.it is the fastest  

planet of solar system. It’s speed is 48 km/h it goes around the sun every 88 days. Mercury is like 

 a small rocky ball in space.it doesn’t have any moons. Venus is the nearest plant to Mercury.  

There are no seas, rivers or lakes on it.so you can’t live on Mercury but there are wonderful things

 there.  

  57.  A year is 88 days on Mercury                             True               False  

  58.  Venuse is the nearest planet to the sun               True               False  

  59. Which planet is the nearest to Mercury? _________________________ 

  60.  What is Mercury like? _______________________________ 

  61.  Can human live on Mercury? Why? ___________________________ 

 

 

 

 

                                                                               GOOD LUCK 
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